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Abstract

Hand segmentation is an integral part of many computer vision applications such
as gesture recognition, human activity detection, hand-eye coordination anal-
ysis, gaze detection etc. Many of these applications require a solution which
can segment hands in real-time while working in low-capacity computing en-
vironments. Training a classifier to classify pixels into hand or background is
one of the most popular methods used by researchers in the past. Many stud-
ies have pointed out that using a Randomized Decision Forest (RDF) based
classifier brings out the best segmentation performance. However, the test sce-
narios used by these studies were restricted in many aspects such as uncluttered
image backgrounds, controlled lighting and/or restricted variation of hand or
background in images. Additionally, only a limited set of image features were
utilized by these methods to extract properties associated with the pixels.

In this thesis, the performance of RDF based pixel classifiers in hand seg-
mentation when used in uncontrolled indoor environments is evaluated. A pair
of new image features were devised to extract information from the neighbor-
hoods around pixels and new implementation methods were forged for some
existing image features to make them faster. Seven image features, extracting
properties of pixels such as color and texture, as well as properties of pixel
neighborhoods such as differences, histogram, statistics and probabilities were
tested with RDFs for hand segmentation. Additionally, as datasets with images
of hands in uncontrolled indoor environments were nonexistent, a new dataset
named ManoHandDB was created through manual annotation. The segmenta-
tion performance was optimized by fine tuning the parameters of each image
feature as well as the parameters of RDF. It was found that using a combination
of the color, texture, neighborhood histogram and neighborhood probability fea-
tures outperforms existing methods for segmenting images in restricted as well
as unrestricted indoor environments. The experiments also shed light on the
advantages of each feature over the others as well as on the dependency of
the feature on the training dataset qualities such as variations in background,
illumination, hand scale and visible hand parts.



Sammanfattning

Handsegmentering r en central del av mnga datorseende tillmpningar ssom ges-
ture recognition, human activity detection, hand-eye coordination analysis, gaze
detection etc. Mnga av dessa tillmpningar krver en lsning som kan segmentera
hnder i realtid samt frmgan att fungera i datormiljer med lg prestanda. Att trna
en klassificerare att identifiera pixlar som hand eller bakgrund r en av de mest
populra metoderna som forskare anvnt. Mnga studier pekar p att anvndandet
av Random Decision Forest (RDF) klassificerare ger bsta resultat fr segmenter-
ing. Test scenarierna i dessa studier r dock vldigt begrnsade i mnga aspekter
d de anvnder vldigt enhetliga bakgrunder, kontrollerad ljussttning samt limit-
erad variation av hand och bakgrundsbilder. Utver detta s anvnds endast ett
begrnsat antal bildsrdrag fr att hitta egenskaper associerade med pixlarna.

I denna avhandling testas och utvrderas prestandan av RDF baserade pixel-
klassificerare fr hand segmentering i okontrollerade inomhusmiljer. Ett antal nya
bildsrdrag togs fram fr att kunna utvinna information frn omrdena runt pixlarna
och nya implementations metoder utformades fr redan existerande bildsrdag fr
att gra processen snabbare. Sju stycken bild-srdrag testades med RDF fr hand-
segmentering, dr egenskaper fr pixlar ssom frg och textur, svl som egenskaper
fr pixlarnas nromrde analyserades utifrn olikheter, histogram, sannolikhet och
statistik. Eftersom dataset med bilder av hnder i okontrollerade inomhusmil-
jer inte existerade s skapades ett sdant dataset, som namngavs ManoHandDB,
genom manuell annotation. Segmenterings-prestandan optimerades genom att
finjustera parametrarna fr varje bildsrdag svl som parametrarna fr RDF. Det
konstaterades att srdrag frn en kombination av frg, textur, nrliggande his-
togram och nrliggande sannolikhet vertrffar redan existerande metoder av bild-
segmentering i kontrollerade svl som okontrollerade inomhusmiljer. Forskningen
belyser ocks frdelarna med varje srdrag i relation till de andra srdragen men ocks
hur srdragen frhller sig till egenskaperna av trnings datasetet ssom variationer
i bakgrunden , ljussttning, handstorlek samt synliga delar av handen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Computers have become an integral part of human society in various forms
during the last few decades. They have penetrated all types of our daily ac-
tivities, be it communication, work or entertainment [19]. These computers
have undergone massive changes in forms, capabilities and technologies after
their first appearance. Such changes have also happened to the way we interact
with them as well. The user interface (UI) of computers have taken forms like,
punched card for mainframes, keyboard and mouse for PCs, touchpad for lap-
tops, touchscreen for smartphones etc. The motivation behind the change from
one UI to another was to make the interaction with computers as intuitive as
humans-to-human interactions. Gestures, which involve movements of various
body parts, play very important roles in human communications. Gestures have
the capacity to work as an independent communication channel or as a support-
ing channel for conveying additional information [7]. Hands were found to be
the most commonly used body part to convey messages to others [11]. This
indicates that hand gestures recognition is an important element for providing
natural interaction between computers and their users.

In addition to its function in human to human communications, hands play
an important role in our interactions with the world around us. Hands are used
to feel, move, modify and transfer objects in the 3D space around us. Because
of this, hands are the most intuitive and naturally suitable UI for virtual or
augmented 3D worlds [20]. As virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
gears and applications are gaining big momentum nowadays, researches which
can improve hand gesture based interaction mechanisms have high importance.

One of the most important aspects of hand gesture recognition technologies
is how a computer collects information regarding its user’s hand. It can be
based on the user’s physical interaction with a device or based on analyzing
images of the hand. Technologies based on the latter method are called vision
based gesture recognition technologies. Due to the widespread presence of cam-
eras in computing devices as well as due to their user friendliness, vision based
technologies are gaining more attention from research communities and com-
mercial markets [6, 20]. One of the first and crucial step in vision based gesture
recognition systems is the identification of hand regions in images, called hand
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segmentation [20]. In computer vision, image segmentation is the process of
identifying clusters of pixels in images with common characteristics. The hand
segmentation process categorizes pixels into hand or background.

Methods to understand hand regions in images have other applications as
well. They can be used to study the coordination between eyes and hands,
or interaction of humans with other objects thus enabling applications such as
gaze detection, human activity detection etc. [2, 16]. Some of such applications
require hand segmentation which is accurate in pixel level. In many cases, the
segmentation process needs to work in smartphone environments, which puts
constraints on the capacity of the computer resources available. Additionally, it
should be fast enough to avoid any feeling of delays or lags for its users in order
to use it in a real-time applications [6].

Hand segmentation is a difficult problem in computer vision, because hands
can have different appearances in different images depending on various condi-
tions. Color and texture of hands can vary according to the lighting conditions,
presence of shadows, etc. They can have many shapes depending on the angle
of image capture, posture of the hand, etc. All these properties can vary from
people-to-people depending on gender, ethnicity, age, skin type etc. as well [10].

In this thesis, Randomized Decision Forests (RDFs) are employed for seg-
menting hands from RGB images captured in unrestricted indoor scenarios. A
new dataset containing hand images with natural backgrounds and lighting is
created for the evaluation purposes. Two new image features are introduced in
this work, which along with five existing features as used to extract information
regarding a pixel or a neighborhood in the images. This information is used
by the RDF to distinguish hand pixels from background pixels in the images.
Effects of parameters of the RDF and of the image features on segmentation
performance is studied through extensive experimentation under various testing
scenarios. Finally a combination of features which gives the best segmentation
outputs is provided along with a comparison to the performance of existing
solutions.

1.2 Motivation

As described in the background section, pixel level segmentation of hands in
images is an important part of many computer vision applications. Most of the
existing solutions for this problem work only in restrained environments with
controlled illuminations and uncluttered backgrounds. Their performances are
very basic compared to the capacity of the human visual system in identifying
hand regions. Additionally, many of these techniques require high computa-
tional power and longer execution time, which make them unsuitable for real-
time applications in devices like a smartphone [10, 32]. Hence there is lots of
room for improvement in this area which can help to make human-computer
interactions as smooth and natural as how humans interact with each other.
Importantly, there is requirement for a real-time hand segmentation technique.
Such a technique should be robust to complex backgrounds, different lighting
conditions, and varying hand tones, shapes, sizes etc.

Various researchers have introduced different techniques in the past to solve
this problem. Skin detection based on pixel colors were used as a common
method for hand segmentation [6, 20]. Such techniques are very fast and robust
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against partial occlusions and rotations of hand parts. Training a classifier on
pixel colors is one of the most popular and computationally efficient way to
detect skin pixels [10, 13, 14].

RDF can be used as a highly efficient classification mechanism which is very
fast to train and test and has the capacity to handle a large number of features.
The randomness inherent in RDF makes sure that the classifier is not overly
fitted to the training data [23]. RDFs have been proven to outperform other
classifiers such as Bayesian, Support Vector Machine (SVM), AdaBoost, Naive
Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) etc. for general skin detection [13, 17]
as well as for hand segmentation [17] purposes when only pixel color values
were used as features. Although the methods mentioned above gave good per-
formance for hand segmentation, the datasets used for their evaluations were
captured under controlled laboratory conditions and their backgrounds had lim-
ited variations and complexities compared to real-life application scenarios. In
order for the segmentation method to be usable in a gesture based user inter-
face of a computer, a high performance in its application areas are required.
Hence there is a requirement for the evaluation of the method under more var-
ied lighting conditions and cluttered backgrounds. Additionally, as RDF has
the capacity to handle a large number of properties associated with the data,
there is an opportunity to evaluate the applicability and performances of vari-
ous image features based on color, texture, neighbor pixels etc. as properties of
pixels. I believe, such a research can lead to the development of a more robust
hand segmentation method, which can be used in future gesture recognition
solutions and other applications requiring accurate hand segmentations.

1.3 Research Questions

The purpose of this thesis is to find answers to the following research questions:

• How does the existing RDF based methods to segment human hands from
RGB images perform when the hand images are captured in uncontrolled
lighting conditions and cluttered backgrounds?

• Which image features can improve the segmentation results when used as
pixel properties in RDF? How does the parameters of these image features
affect the segmentation output?

• Which combination of image features can provide the best segmentation
results while being implementable in a low-capacity computing environ-
ment? How does the parameters of RDF affect this performance?

1.4 Outline

Chapter 2 gives an elaborate review of the research works related to hand seg-
mentation using RDFs. Chapter 3 provides details about the techniques and
methods used in this thesis. Chapter 4 shows the results obtained under vari-
ous test scenarios and Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the results along with
conclusions and scope for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Although the hand segmentation problem was studied by many researchers in
the past, only a few surveys [20, 21, 32] have presented structured overviews
about different hand segmentation techniques. Additionally, there are a number
of surveys [10, 28] about skin detection techniques, which are also useful for
stand-alone hand segmentation or as a base to build upon. These techniques use
a variety of image features which extract information regarding color, texture,
shape, motion etc. in the images. Out of these, the most commonly used feature
is the color. It has been noted that human skin has a peculiar color which is easy
for human eyes to detect [28]. Moreover, as color estimation does not require
any complex calculations, it is particularly suitable for real-time hand detection
methods. Additionally, color features are invariant to occlusion and rotation.
One of major drawback of this feature is that the color can be affected by the
illumination of the scene being imaged. Also, it fails to give good results when
the background contains skin colored objects [10].

Many previous studies recommend various color spaces to get the best skin
detection performance. Some of these color spaces were observed to provide
robustness against illumination changes. It has also been argued that use of
some color spaces can give better performance under varying skin tones as well
[14]. However, there is no agreement among researchers about which color model
is best suited for hand or skin detection. In fact, a theoretical proof was given
by Albiol et al. that for each color space an optimum skin detection algorithm
exists and the performance of the detection will be the same in any color space if
the optimum detection algorithm for that model is being used [1]. Color spaces
like RGB, HSV, CIELAB, CIELUV, YCbCr, YIQ, YUV, TSL, etc. were used
for skin or hand detection in previous researches.

Another characteristic of hand used for its detection and segmentation is
shape. The advantage of shape is that, it is independent of skin color or lighting
conditions. However shape can be affected by the posture and orientation of
hands as well as by occlusion. Contour extraction through edge detection is
one method used for gathering shape information. Another method is to use
various local descriptors which can extract the shape context [32]. The gray
level pixel intensity information extracted through gradients, texture estimation
etc. have also been used for hand segmentation. Although, the segmentation
performance of these features were found to be not as good as other features such
as color, they have been found to improve the segmentation quality when used
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as an add-on feature [16]. Another feature used by many researchers is based
on the movement of hand, which can produce good segmentation results in
controlled settings, i.e. when only the hand is moving and no motion of camera
or background is involved [32]. These features are usually combined in various
combinations to improve the performance and reliability of hand segmentation.
One of the widely used technique for skin detection or hand segmentation is to
train classifiers which can classify each pixel into hand or background using these
features. Classifiers based on Bayesian networks, boosting, Gaussian Mixed
Models (GMM), Neural networks, RDF , SVM etc. have been used for both
skin and hand segmentation purposes [14, 32].

After their introduction by Leo Breiman in 2001 [3], RDFs have been used
by many researchers for segmenting images and classifying each segment into
appropriate classes. Winn et al. trained a RDF to label image pixels into fore-
ground or background thus segmenting objects from their background [30, 31].
They used image features which measured the appearance and shape attributes
of images and observed that the use of appearance features improved the perfor-
mance of segmentation when objects were partially occluded. They also showed
the feasibility of using RDF for classifying segments into multiple classes with
semantic labels. Schroff et al. incorporated more image features like colors,
textons, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) etc. to improve the segmenta-
tion performance of RDFs [23]. They showed that the segmentation accuracy
depended on the combination of features associated with the pixels as well as
the parameters of these features. A special type of RDF called semantic tex-
ton forests (STF) which acts on image patches instead of a single pixel was
introduced by Shotton et al. for semantic segmentation of images [26]. They
showed that, with STF good segmentation performances can be achieved using
just pixel values, thus avoiding any computationally expensive image feature
extraction steps.

Due to the computational simplicity of RDFs, they have been used for human
skin detection in many previous researches. Khan et al. used the values in IHLS
color space as pixel properties to train a RDF for pixel based skin detection
[13]. They reported that RDF outperformed other classification methods such
as Bayesian network, MLP, SVM, AdaBoost, Naive Bayes and Radial Basis
Function (RBF) network in terms of both quantitative evaluation and time
requirements. They also noted that the output quality reached a limit related
to the number of trees in the forest and reported that ten trees were enough to
get the best performance from the RDF. The same RDF was found to produce
better skin detection results compared to Naive Bayes, SVM and MLP classifiers
in multiple color spaces by Oghaz et al. in 2015 [17]. The color space tested were,
RGB, HSV, YUV,YCbCr, YCgCr, nRGB, CIELAB and SKN. Best results were
obtained for the SKN color space, which was specially created for skin detection
purposes, using RDF as a classifier. One of the datasets used for evaluation in
this research contained only hand images, which showed the performance of the
proposed method in hand segmentation.

RDFs have been applied specifically for solving the hand segmentation prob-
lem as well. Li et al. used local appearance features of images with RDFs to clas-
sify each pixel into hand or background in ego-centric videos [16]. Ego-centric
videos have the advantage that the hand characteristics and camera properties
do not change among the frames in the video. In order to take advantage of this
fact, features related to colors of pixels in a neighborhood, texture and image
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descriptors (scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), HOG, etc.) were utilized.
They found that using a subset of features which was a sparse selection of the
combination of all the suggested features provided results as good as the scenario
when all the features were used. They also used global appearance modeling
techniques to model the environment and illumination conditions in the frames
to be segmented. It was observed that training different RDFs for different
global models provided better results than using a single RDF for hand seg-
mentation. The applicability of this technique in real-time scenarios is not clear
as the time requirement details were not reported. Serra et al. used color and
gradient histograms as additional local properties of the pixels with the RDF in
[16] and applied post processing methods which made use of the temporal and
spatial consistency of ego-centric videos to improve the segmentation [24]. This
resulted in a slight improvement in the segmentation performance, however the
post processing techniques which make use of time consistency cannot be used
for segmenting single frames.

Instead of using individual pixels as inputs to RDFs, Zhu et al. used image
patches as inputs [33, 34]. They introduced a special implementation of RDF,
called shape-aware structured forests, which returns a probability mask output
to each input image patch. They observed that this implementation improved
the segmentation results by incorporating information regarding the shape of
hands. The improvements were noted especially for hand edges and cluttered
regions. They also reported that the color is the most discriminatory feature
for hand segmentation than texture or gradient information. The method was
reported to work relatively fast compared to [16], thus indicating its applicability
in real-time solutions. However the applicability of this method in a low-capacity
computer platform was not studied.

The image features used with RDFs in the above mentioned researches were
extracting information regarding the color, shape, texture etc. of hands. As
observed earlier, color is the most commonly used feature, which is used alone
or in combination with other features. CIELAB [16, 24], CIELUV [34], HSV
[16, 24], IHLS [13], RGB [16], SKN [17], etc. were the color spaces employed with
RDFs for hand segmentation. Gradient information and local descriptors like
SIFT, HOG etc. were used to extract the shape information from the images
[16, 24, 33]. Texture was calculated using Gabor filters [16, 24] or by using
self-similarity feature extraction [33]. Features like histograms [16, 24, 33] and
super-pixels [16] were also used by different researchers. Techniques to simplify
the pixel classification problem by estimating the lighting conditions [16, 24]
and spatial or motion information about pixels [24] were also employed.

Most of the RDF based hand segmentation methods mentioned above were
tested on images captured under various restrictions. For the color based pixel
classification approach in [17], the image backgrounds were of uniform colors
which were distinct from skin colors. Additionally, all the images were captured
under similar illumination settings. The methods given by Li et al. [16] and
Serra et al. [24] were specialized for ego-centric videos. These videos had the
same hand in all video frames and the properties of the camera were unchanged.
Additionally the image features used in these methods, such as SIFT and HOG
are computationally complex to be implemented in a low-capacity computing
environment. Furthermore, these methods made use of the fact that the con-
secutive frames in ego-centric videos are subjected to very small changes. The
shape-aware structured forest by Zhu et al. [33] was also computationally com-
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plex for a smartphone type environment. On the other hand, the aim of this
thesis is to come up with a hand segmentation technique which can work on
hand images captured under any indoor scenarios. No restrictions are put on
the background, lighting settings, hand types, hand scales, hand parts or camera
settings. Additionally, the method should be implementable in a low-capacity
computing platform while giving very fast responses. Hence new image features
and image feature implementations are introduced to make sure that the fea-
ture extraction process is fast. Furthermore, the effects of different parameters
of these image features on segmentation performance are also studied, which
have not been presented in any of the past researches.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, the major components and techniques involved in the thesis are
explained in detail. These components are RDF, image features, and datasets.
The RDF is used as a binary classifier which is trained to classify each pixel
into hand or background. The working of a RDF based classifier is shown
schematically in Figure 3.1. A RDF based classifier has two phases called the
training phase and testing phase. During the training phase, a collection of
training objects are inputted into the RDF to train it. Each training object has
a class and a set of properties associated with it, which is used by the classifier
to learn. In the testing phase, objects for which the classes are unknown are
inputted into the trained RDF one by one and the RDF estimates a class for
each input object individually.

(a) Training phase

(b) Testing phase

Figure 3.1: Working of a RDF

In order to use pixels as input objects in a RDF based classifier, they have
to be associated with a class and properties. The datasets and image features
are used for this purpose as shown in Figure 3.2. A dataset contains images
where each pixel are labelled as hand or background, which is the object class.
In order to estimate the properties associated with each pixel, the images are
processed to extract various features associated with pixels or neighborhoods
around the pixels. The features of a pixel are then combined with its class label
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to create the input object for RDF training. For testing only the features are
required. The main contributions of this work are in the image feature and
dataset components.

Figure 3.2: Converting images to classifier input objects

The following sections explain each component in more detail. First, the
basics of a RDF are presented, along with particulars about its important pa-
rameters. Then the image features used in this thesis are discussed. Detailed
explanations of any special implementation techniques used are also provided.
Finally, the datasets used for evaluation are introduced.

3.1 Randomized Decision Forests

RDF is an ensemble of randomly trained decision trees. Hence, in order to
understand the concepts behind RDFs, it is absolutely essential to understand
the working of decision trees first. The following section provides explanation
about decision trees and its parameters.

3.1.1 Decision Trees

Trees are special type of graphs in which the nodes and edges are arranged in
a hierarchical manner without any loops. Decision trees are trees which take
known properties of an object as input to make estimations about its unknown
properties. This is done by conducting a set of simple hierarchical tests on the
known properties. The main components of a decision tree are: a root node,
internal nodes, terminal nodes and split functions. The root node is the node
at the top of the hierarchy, where the known properties are inputted into the
decision tree. The terminal nodes are the nodes at the end of the hierarchy,
which produce estimations regarding the unknown property. Internal nodes are
the nodes between the root node and the terminal nodes. The root node and
internal nodes are associated with split functions, which are the hierarchical tests
conducted on the known properties. Outputs of these tests decide which child
node is suitable for further testing. This arrangement of simple test functions in
a hierarchical fashion makes the decision tree powerful enough to solve complex
computational problems [4].
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Decision trees can be used for various purposes such as classification, regres-
sion etc. Since this thesis is about classifying pixels into hand or background,
the following explanations focus on binary classification decision trees and RDFs
made with such trees. A binary decision tree is visualized in 3.3a.

(a) Decision tree

(b) Ensemble for decision trees

Figure 3.3: Decision tree and RDF [4]

3.1.1.1 Decision Tree Parameters

Some important parameters of decision trees are explained below:

Split function type: Linear or non-linear functions can be used as split func-
tions at the nodes. Typically very simple functions are enough to solve
complex problems due to the hierarchical structure of decision trees. A
special type of linear decision functions called axis-aligned stumps, where
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decision hyperplanes are parallel to the axes, are commonly used due to
their computational simplicity.

Objective function: This is a cost function designed to measure the quality
of a split decision at a node. For a classification decision tree, this function
measures the uniformity of the training samples after the split. Objective
function has very high influence on the behavior of a decision tree. Some
examples of common objective functions are entropy and Gini’s diversity
index (GDI).

Maximum depth: This parameter defines the length of the longest path from
the root node to terminal nodes. While growing a decision tree for clas-
sification, it can be grown till every terminal node contains samples from
the same class or it can be stopped at a maximum depth value. In the lat-
ter case, a probability distribution of classes is produced as output at the
terminal node instead of a class label. Limiting the depth of a tree is done
to increase the generalization accuracy and to decrease the computational
complexity.

Randomness model: There are two major methods to incorporate random-
ness into a decision tree. One method is to take random samples of the
training objects and train the decision tree based on these samples. This
method is called Bagging. Another method is to use a random subset
of object properties at each node while training the decision tree. This
method is called randomized node optimization (RNO). These methods
can be used separately or in combination to get the required randomness.

3.1.1.2 Decision Tree Training

Split function parameters and their positions in a decision tree are very impor-
tant in enabling the tree to solve complex problems. These could be automat-
ically learned from a collection of sample data, for which all the properties are
known. This process is called training the decision tree. While training a binary
decision tree for classification, an object property and split function parameters
are selected at each node such that the objects in the sample are divided into
two groups, members of which are as similar as possible. This similarity is mea-
sured using the objective function mentioned earlier. The object property which
produces the best split in terms of the objective function is selected at the root
node, which is stored along with the split function parameters at that node. The
two groups resulting from the split are then applied to each of the two internal
nodes connected to the root node. This process is then repeated to each group
separately at the internal nodes, with the rest of the object properties. This is
continued until the split results in uniform groups or until the maximum depth
of the tree is reached. In this way, by training, split functions are arranged in
the decision tree such that the sample data can be classified to the maximum
extend using the decision tree [4].

One of the main advantages of decision trees are that they are very fast
to train. It can give really good performance on complex problems using very
simple functions. Their main disadvantage is that they tend to over-fit to the
training data and hence lack generalization accuracy. The RDF approach solves
these problems by introducing randomness during the training process [13, 23].
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3.1.1.3 Decision Tree Testing

During testing, properties of a test object are inputted at the root node of a
trained decision tree. The root node then checks the response of its split function
to the corresponding property and decides which child node is to be selected for
further testing. This is continued till a terminal node has reached. The terminal
node will produce a class or a distribution of classes as output depending on the
parameters of the decision tree.

3.1.2 RDF

RDF is a collection of decision trees (Figure 3.3b) which are learned indepen-
dently of each other. Additionally, these decision trees are trained using random
samples and/or random properties. This randomness helps to avoid over-fitting
to the training data and improves the generalization accuracy. When testing,
an input object is applied to each decision tree independently and the decisions
from all the trees in the forest are combined using various methods, such as
averaging, to get a final decision [4]. Some of the important parameters of a
RDF are given below:

• Number of trees

• Set of properties

• Decision tree parameters

– Split function type

– Objective function

– Maximum depth

– Randomness Model and amount of randomness

3.2 Image Features

This section describes the features which are extracted from the images. These
features are used by RDF as properties of the pixels (objects) to be classified into
hand or background. Since the ultimate goal is real-time segmentation, special
implementations are sometimes utilized to make the feature extraction faster.
These implementations are explained in detail as well. According to the prop-
erties measured, these features can be broadly grouped into two; features mea-
suring pixel attributes and features measuring neighborhood attributes. Figure
3.4 shows the features employed in this thesis.

3.2.1 Pixel Features

Features in this group measure attributes of individual pixels, such as its color
or texture.
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Figure 3.4: Image features

3.2.1.1 Color Features

The values of a pixel in different color channels are taken as features of the pixel.
Each color channel adds exactly one feature to the pixel. The color channels
in different color spaces include different information depending on how it is
defined. Hence they could be combined to increase the number of properties
associated with the pixels and thus to increase their separability. All the color
values were normalized between 0 and 1 in this work.

3.2.1.2 Texture Features

Texture is characterized as the repetition of a pattern on a surface or a region.
In computer vision, it is defined as the variation of intensities present in an
image which differentiates different parts of the image from each other [5]. In
this work, two classical texture analysis methods, using Gabor filters and using
Laws texture energy approach, were used to estimate texture features of each
pixel in an image. Special implementations were utilized for both methods to
improve the performance in terms of computational complexity and/or quality.

a. Texture Features Using Gabor Filters

In this approach, the multi-channel filtering method for textural analysis using
Gabor filters introduced by Jain et al.[9] is used to estimate the texture features
of each pixel in an image. The original image is filtered with filters in a filter
bank and the values of the pixels in the filtered images are used as their texture
features. The filter bank is created using two-dimensional Gabor functions given
in Equation 3.1 by changing the frequency (µ0) and orientation (θ0) of the filters.
The frequencies (or wavelengths) and orientations of these filters are selected
so that they match human visual system’s responses. In order to avoid the
effects due to any local variations, Gaussian filtering is applied to the magnitude
responses of the filtered images as well. The filtered magnitude responses of the
input image (Figure 3.5) for three frequencies and four orientations are given in
Figure 3.6.

g(x, y) = e
− 1

2 [
x2

σ2x
+ y2

σ2y
]
cos(2πµ0x+ φ) (3.1)

Calculating texture features as explained above involves estimating 12 Ga-
bor filters using Equation 3.1 and then filtering the input image with them.
This is computationally expensive, especially for a real-time solution. A new
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Figure 3.5: RGB hand image

implementation which can approximate the filter responses in a much faster way
was devised for this thesis. In this method, nOrient (number of orientations)
Gabor filters are estimated for the the highest frequency (lowest wavelength)
as recommended by Jain et al. The image is then filtered with these filters to
calculate the corresponding magnitude responses. The magnitude responses for
lower frequencies are estimated by scaling the image down and then filtering the
scaled down image with the filters estimated earlier. These filter responses are
then scaled-up by nearest neighbor interpolation to match the input image size.
This process decreases the number of calculations and hence the time required
for the filter estimation and the filtering process. A sample filter response for
one of the selected scale and orientation is shown in Figure 3.7 along with the
original filter response. The error in this case was 0.02% in the mean square
sense and the new implementation took 0.2 seconds compared to 1.9 seconds us-
ing the original method. The two important parameters of texture feature using
Gabor filters are the number of scales (nScale) and the number of orientations
(nOrient).
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Figure 3.6: Gabor filter magnitude responses

(a) Original implementation (b) Faster implementation

Figure 3.7: Filtered Gabor filter magnitude response comparison
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b. Texture Features using Laws Approach

Another method to understand the textures present in an image is to use Laws
texture energy approach [15]. This involves filtering the image with small two-
dimensional filters typically of the size 3x3 or 5x5. These filters are formed using
the combinations of one-dimensional filters which can estimate the local average,
edge, spot, ripple and wave information in both horizontal and vertical directions
in an image. The one-dimensional filters of size 5 are given in Equation 3.2-
3.6. The filter responses are then converted to texture energy by summing the
values in a neighborhood (typical of the size 15x15) [5]. The texture features
estimated for the input image given earlier, using basic filters of size 3x3 are
shown in Figure 3.8.

average =
[

1 4 6 4 1
]

(3.2)

edge =
[
−1 −2 0 2 1

]
(3.3)

spot =
[
−1 0 2 0 −1

]
(3.4)

ripple =
[

1 −4 6 −4 1
]

(3.5)

wave =
[
−1 2 0 −2 1

]
(3.6)

Figure 3.8: Laws texture energy using 3x3 filters
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The multi-scale analysis technique used in the previous section for the Gabor
texture analysis was added to the Laws texture energy method in order to
check if it can improve the hand segmentation performance. The texture energy
estimations for one of the basic filters at four different scales are shown in
Figure 3.9. The total number of features estimated for a pixel using this method
depends on the number of scales (nScale). Another important parameter of this
feature is the filter width (fWidth).

Figure 3.9: Laws texture energy at 4 scales

3.2.2 Neighborhood Features

Pixels which belong to the hand region in an image always appear in clusters.
They will have at least one neighboring pixel which also belongs to the same
region. The variation in color, saturation or illumination among these neighbors
are relatively low. Hence, there is some information present in a neighborhood
around pixels which may be useful in segmenting hands from backgrounds. This
section explains features which are used to extract such information.

3.2.2.1 Neighborhood Differences

This feature corresponds to the absolute difference in value of the pixel under
consideration to its neighboring pixels in a color channel of an image. Pixel value
differences were used as local features for classifier based image segmentation
by many researchers in the past [23, 26, 27, 31]. These differences have the
capacity to highlight uniform areas and edges in the image. In this thesis,
the neighborhood difference feature is defined with three parameters, which
are the maximum count of neighbors in one direction (neiCount), the number
of directions to find neighbors (neiOrient) and the space between neighbors
(neiSpace). The neighbors of a pixel in an image for different values of neiOrient
when neiCount = 10 and neiSpace = 1 are shown in Figure 3.10. In order to
visualize the information contained in this feature, 8 neighbors which are 10
pixel apart from each pixel in the image were selected. The differences of each
pixel in the H channel of the image to these neighbors are visualized in Figure
3.11.
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(a) neiOrient = 4 (b) neiOrient = 8 (c) neiOrient = 16

Figure 3.10: Selected neighbors of a pixel

Figure 3.11: Visualization of 8 neighborhood differences

3.2.2.2 Neighborhood Histogram

Histograms of pixel values in various color channels had been used for skin
detection by many researchers using different classification methods [10]. As
mentioned earlier, many researches have shown that human skin has a charac-
teristic color which is easily identifiable to humans. Histogram provides a rough
estimation about the under-laying distribution of pixel values in images. Figure
3.12 shows two histograms estimated from two different neighborhoods in the H
channel of the input image given in Figure 3.5. The first histogram was calcu-
lated using 51x51 neighborhood around a hand pixel and the second was using
a equally sized neighborhood around a background pixel. These histograms
clearly showcase visible differences indicating their potential as a feature for
segmentation.

One of the major issues in using histogram as a feature for real-time seg-
mentation is that it is computationally expensive to estimate. In this thesis,
the integral image concept by Viola and Jones [29] was utilized to create a
faster method to estimate the neighborhood histogram of all the pixels, from a
neighborhood of any size around the pixels. This implementation is explained
below.

The neighborhood histogram calculation involves two parameters: number
of bins (nBins) and width of neighborhood (hWidth). For each input image
channel, nBins binary images are estimated corresponding to each bin in the
histogram. A pixel in one of these binary images has a value 1 only if its value
belong to the bin corresponding to that image. Hence a pixel position will have
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(a) Hand region (b) Background region

Figure 3.12: Neighborhood histograms in the H channel

the value 1 in exactly one of the nBin binary images and 0 in the rest. The
binary images for the first 2 out of 32 bins for an image are shown in Figure
3.13. By using these binary images, the local histogram of any neighborhood
size around any pixel can be easily estimated by using the integral image method
in Viola and Jones. These integral images are estimated for each of the binary
images. Then the histogram value of a particular bin can be estimated by using
the summed area table calculation method of the integral image concept. The
histogram feature calculated in this way for a pixel will have nBins values.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.13: Neighborhood histogram implementation: (a) Input image (b) H
channel (c) Binary image for first bin (d) Binary image for second bin

3.2.2.3 Neighborhood Statistics

Statistical estimates such as mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of pixel val-
ues in a neighborhood can also be used as features for hand segmentation. These
values work as representatives of the pixel value distribution in the neighbor-
hood. These values are estimated from the histogram using Equation 3.7-3.10,
where h(x) is the normalized histogram with

∑
h(xi) = 1. The information

extracted by these measurements for a 51x51 neighborhood from the saturation
(S) channel of the image in Figure 3.5 are given in Figure 3.14.

mean (µ) = E[X] =
∑

xih(xi) (3.7)

variance (σ2) = E[X2]− E[X]2 (3.8)
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skewness =
E[X3]− 3µσ2 − µ3

σ3
(3.9)

kurtosis =
E[X4]− 4µE[X3] + 6µ2σ2 + 3µ4

σ4
(3.10)

(a) Mean (b) Variance

(c) Skewness (d) Kurtosis

Figure 3.14: Neighborhood statistics features

Another important statistical measurement is the entropy. Entropy of the
neighborhood histogram measures the amount of order/disorder in the neighbor-
hood and hence has the capacity to provide information regarding the similarity
of pixel values in the neighborhood. Entropy is calculated using Equation 3.11
from the neighborhood histogram and the entropy measurement for the image’s
H and S channels from a 51x51 neighborhood are shown in Figure 3.15.

entropy = −
n∑

i=1

h(xi) log2 h(xi) (3.11)
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(a) Hue (b) Saturation

Figure 3.15: Neighborhood entropy feature

3.2.2.4 Neighborhood Probability

Inspired by the work of Shotton et al. [25] a new feature which can incorporate
information about the behaviour of pixels in a neighborhood in an image chan-
nel is introduced in this thesis. In order to estimate this feature, the normalized
histograms shown in Figure 3.12 is considered as the probability mass function
(PMF) corresponding to the central pixel. The probability of another pixel to
be similar to this pixel is estimated as the probability value of the correspond-
ing bin in the PMF. This probability is estimated for neiCount neighbors in
neiOrient directions which are separated from each other by neiSpace pixels.
These probability values are used as features of the central pixel to train and
test the RDF.

These features are shown in Figure 3.16. In order to understand the usability
of this feature, the probability of each pixel in the image being similar to the
hand pixel generating the neighborhood histogram in Figure 3.12a is visualized
in Figure 3.16a. It is clearly visible in this image that majority of the hand
pixels have high probability of being the same as the selected pixel (which is
also a hand pixel). The contrary is true for background pixels. In order to
use this information as a feature in the RDF only a few neighboring pixels were
selected. The features extracted for neiCount = 10, neiOrient = 8 and neiSpace
= 10 is shown in Figure 3.16b.
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(a) Probability of similarity (b) Probabilities of selected neighbors

Figure 3.16: Neighborhood probability feature

3.3 Datasets

Identification of a suitable hand image dataset with segmentation ground truth
was one of the first challenges faced during this work. Most of the available
hand gesture datasets do not contain segmentation ground truth information.
Some hand segmentation datasets like the HGR1 dataset [8, 12, 18] which pro-
vide pixel-level classification of images into hand and background classes do
exist. However these images contain mostly uniform and uncluttered back-
grounds only. Since the aim of this thesis is to develop a method which can
work in any indoor environment, it is important to include hand images with
cluttered backgrounds and with uncontrolled illuminations, which can be chal-
lenging to current hand segmentation methods. Hence a new dataset called
ManoHandDB, containing 200 manually annotated hand images with both uni-
form and cluttered backgrounds under uncontrolled illuminations from natural
indoor environments was created. Both ManoHandDB and HGR1 dataset is
used to evaluate the performance of the methods explained in this work. Prop-
erties of these datasets are given in Table 3.1. Some sample images and cor-
responding ground truth information from both datasets are given in Figure
3.17.

Table 3.1: Dataset properties

Properties ManoHandDB HGR1
Number of images 200 899
Number of people 3 12
Image dimensions 320x240 174x131 to 640x480
Background type Uniform & cluttered Uniform

Content type Hand Hand or arm
Content scale variation Low High
Illumination variation High Low
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(a) ManoHandDB (b) HGR1

Figure 3.17: Sample images from datasets
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

4.1 Test Environment

All the implementations and tests were done using MATLAB on a workstation
which had Intel Core i7-4710MQ processor with a speed of 2.50 GHz. RDF was
implemented using the TreeBagger function available in MATLAB’s Statistics
and Machine Learning Toolbox. If not mentioned otherwise, the parameters
given in Table 4.1 were used to train the RDF. Explanations of these parameters
are given in Section 3.1.

Table 4.1: Baseline RDF parameters

Parameter Value
Number of trees 10
Split function Axis-aligned stumps

Objective function GDI
Maximum depth Unlimited

Randomness model Bagging & RNO
RNO subset size

√
No. properties

4.2 Evaluation Method

Four test scenarios were created using the two datasets to evaluate various as-
pects of the hand segmentation performances. This was done by randomly
dividing both datasets into two equal parts. Two parts, one from each dataset,
were used for training the RDF and the other two were used for testing the
segmentation outputs. This resulted in four scenarios which are given in Table
4.2. Case 1 and Case 4 match actual application scenarios of a hand segmen-
tation method, where images with similar characteristics are used for training
and testing. These are called intra-dataset scenarios and are expected to give
insights about the usability of the segmentation method being tested. However,
good segmentation performances in these scenarios can also be due to over-
fitting to the training samples. The other two scenarios, Case 2 and Case 3
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are used to avoid such behaviors and to test the generalization accuracy of seg-
mentation methods. These are called inter-dataset scenarios and are useful in
understanding the dependency of image features on training dataset properties.
All the features and parameters discussed in this work were tested in all four
scenarios and the performances of all the scenarios were evaluated to identify
the optimum parameters.

Table 4.2: Segmentation test scenarios

Scenario Training Dataset Testing Dataset
Case 1 ManoHandDB ManoHandDB
Case 2 ManoHandDB HGR1
Case 3 HGR1 ManoHandDB
Case 4 HGR1 HGR1

While training a RDF, 500 pixels each were randomly selected from the
hand and background regions of all the training images. All the image features
under consideration were estimated for these 1000 pixels. These features were
then associated with the corresponding pixel class labels and then inputted
to the RDF for training. The number of pixels selected from each image for
training was limited to 1000 by the capacity of the computer used. The testing
phase used every pixel of the all the images in the testing dataset. Features of
these pixels were applied to the trained RDF to classify them to either hand or
background.

The segmentation output was evaluated using F-score, which is the equally
weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision is the ratio of the
number hand pixels which are correctly classified as hand to the total number
of pixels classified as hand. Recall is the ratio of the number of hand pixels
which are correctly classified as hand to the total number of hand pixels. These
definitions are given in Equation 4.1-4.3. These measures were selected for
output evaluation, as they have been used by many researchers to evaluate the
performance of segmentation methods [13, 14, 17].

Precision =
No. of hand pixels correctly classified

Total no. of pixels classified as hand
(4.1)

Precision =
No. of hand pixels correctly classified

Total no. of hand pixels
(4.2)

F-score =
2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(4.3)

4.3 RDF with Color Features

In this section, performance of a RDF in hand segmentation when values of pix-
els in different image channels were used as pixel properties is evaluated. Tests
were conducted using RGB, YCbCr, and HSV color spaces. The RGB color
space was selected as these values are readily available and hence no additional
calculations are involved in their estimation. YCbCr was tested because it sep-
arates the luminance component (Y) from chromatic channels, which could be
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a useful property to get illumination independent segmentation. Finally, HSV
was tested as it involves non-linear conversion from RGB, hence could be helpful
in enabling the RDF to identify patterns which may not be present in RGB or
YCbCr color spaces.

4.3.1 Single Color Spaces

Each of the three color spaces mentioned above were used separately to check if
there is any advantage of using a particular color space for hand segmentation.
The total number of properties per pixel was three for each test case. Evalua-
tions of hand segmentation using RGB, YCbCr and HSV color spaces are given
in Table 4.3-4.5. The results showed that, contrary to the observations in previ-
ous studies, there were no major differences in the segmentation performances
of these color spaces for the datasets used.

Table 4.3: Results using RGB color space

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 66.47 53.07 88.95
Case 2 80.32 69.25 95.60
Case 3 57.47 45.34 78.45
Case 4 92.72 88.67 97.15

Table 4.4: Results using YCbCr color space

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 65.57 52.43 87.49
Case 2 80.86 70.92 94.04
Case 3 58.98 47.30 78.33
Case 4 93.14 89.45 97.15

Table 4.5: Results using HSV color space

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 66.97 53.65 89.11
Case 2 81.51 71.53 94.73
Case 3 61.14 50.50 77.47
Case 4 93.29 89.79 97.08

4.3.2 Combination of Color Spaces

Although performances of the three color spaces were the same for hand seg-
mentation, there was a chance that the information extracted by the RDF from
each of these color spaces may have been different. In order to check if there
was any non-overlapping information available from these color channels which
could be used for hand segmentation, a RDF was trained using all the channels
in these color spaces. This resulted in nine properties per pixel. The segmen-
tation performance for this case is given in Table 4.6. The results showed no
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improvement over using a single color space, indicating that the same informa-
tion was extracted by the RDF from all three color spaces.

Table 4.6: Results using RGB-YCbCr-HSV channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 66.12 53.00 87.87
Case 2 84.48 76.63 94.11
Case 3 59.27 48.86 75.31
Case 4 93.16 89.60 97.00

These experiments showed that hand segmentation using pixel color values
with RDF has the same performance, independent of the color space being
used. RGB color space is the most suitable candidate as it requires no extra
calculations. The optimum parameters for the color feature are given in Table
4.7.

Table 4.7: Optimum parameters of color feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel
RGB - 3

(a) Results from ManoHandDB (b) Results from HGR1

Figure 4.1: Segmentation output using the color features

Some selected results obtained using the optimal parameters are shown in
Figure 4.1. It can be observed that, this method worked good when the back-
ground has a color different to the hand color. Hence, Case 2 and Case 4
gave the best performance as the images used for testing were from the HGR1
dataset, most images of which have uniform backgrounds with colors distinct
to human skin. The color feature failed to differentiate hand from similarly
colored background as well as from other skin regions (e.g. neck). It also failed
when external lighting changed skin’s color from its natural appearance. An-
other observation is that the training dataset affected the segmentation results
considerably. Training the RDF using ManoHandDB decreased the precision
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more than the recall when tested on HGR1 (Case 2) compared to the case when
HGR1 was used for training and testing (Case 4). This indicates how the il-
lumination conditions and background variations can affect the segmentation
when only color information is used. Performance of ManoHandDB was bad
irrespective of the training dataset, which shows that this feature alone is not
sufficient for real-life hand segmentation scenarios.

4.4 RDF with Texture Features

4.4.1 Texture Using Gabor Filters

Evaluation of hand segmentation using Gabor filter responses as pixel properties
is given in Table 4.8. In this approach, 40 properties were estimated for each
pixel using the responses of the Y channel in YCbCr color space to 40 Gabor
filters (nScale = 5 * nOrient = 8 ). The Y channel was used for this analysis as
texture is defined as the variation of intensity on a surface. Hence majority of
the texture information is present in the intensity channel of an image [5, 22].

Table 4.8: Results using Gabor texture feature

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 45.72 45.81 45.64
Case 2 20.33 57.56 12.35
Case 3 34.06 22.32 71.92
Case 4 75.82 68.70 84.59

Compared to the segmentation outputs when the color features were used,
performance of the Gabor texture feature was poorer. Visual inspection of
some results are given in Figure 4.2. These results show that, this approach
was able to identify approximate hand regions even when the background was
skin colored. This indicates that the information identified by this method can
complement the information identified using color values. Another observation
is that this method showed higher deterioration for inter-dataset scenarios. For
Case 2 very few hand pixels were classified as hand pixels (low recall) and for
Case 3 lots of pixels were incorrectly classified as hand pixels (low precision).
This indicates high dependency of segmentation performances on the training
dataset properties. Some of these results are shown in Figure 4.3

As explained in Section 3.2, there are two parameters associated with the
Gabor texture feature: the number of scales (nScale) and the number of orienta-
tions (nOrient). Figure 4.4 shows how nScale affected the segmentation perfor-
mance and feature extraction time. The maximum possible value for nScale is
5, limited by image dimensions and the scale down operation used for the faster
implementation. It can be observed from the figure that the precision increased
with number of scales for all scenarios. On the other hand, all scenarios except
Case 4 showed a decrease in recall when more scales were included in the feature
analysis. Case 2 showed the highest drop in recall with increasing scales. This
might be due to the fact that ManoHandDB has very small variations in the
scale of hands, which may be leading to over-fitting when more scales are used.
Due to the large fall in recall, the f-score of Case 2 also decreased with increas-
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Figure 4.2: Segmentation outputs using Gabor texture features

(a) Results from ManoHandDB (b) Results from HGR1

Figure 4.3: Dependency of Gabor texture features on training dataset

ing number of scales. The time required for feature estimation showed almost
linear relationship with the number scales. nScale = 3 gave good performance
in all scenarios while maintaining good generalization accuracy.

The effect of nOrient on the segmentation output is given in Figure 4.5. All
the scenarios displayed convergence of the evaluation measures when 8 orien-
tations were used. Only Case 2 showed a decrease in recall till nOrient = 8,
which resulted in almost constant f-score for any number of filter orientations.
The time for feature extraction varied linearly with the number of orientations
because of the corresponding increase in filtering operations required at each
scale. The optimum parameters for this feature are given in Table 4.9 and the
corresponding results are given in Table 4.10.
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.4: Effect of nScale on segmentation (nOrient = 8)

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.5: Effect of nOrient on segmentation (nScale = 3)
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Table 4.9: Optimum parameters of Gabor texture feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel

Y
nScale = 3

nOrient = 8
24

Table 4.10: Results using optimum parameters of Gabor texture feature

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 51.17 39.04 74.23
Case 2 38.92 48.07 32.70
Case 3 29.73 18.06 84.06
Case 4 70.01 59.54 84.96

4.4.2 Texture Using Laws Approach

Nine Laws filters of size 3x3, calculated as explained in Section 3.2, were applied
to the Y channel at five different scales to estimate 45 properties per pixel.
Evaluation of the segmentation results using these properties are given in Table
4.11. The corresponding evaluation measures when 5x5 filters were used are
given in Table 4.12.

Table 4.11: Results using Laws filters of size 3x3

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 64.23 58.28 71.54
Case 2 31.61 57.48 21.80
Case 3 36.00 25.05 63.95
Case 4 87.69 81.95 94.29

Table 4.12: Results using Laws filters of size 5x5

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 65.44 56.65 77.45
Case 2 37.14 54.09 28.27
Case 3 38.39 25.16 81.04
Case 4 85.78 78.86 94.03

These results show that the Laws approach produced better segmentation
compared to using Gabor texture feature for all scenarios. Use of 5x5 filters
showed slightly better performance over using 3x3 filters. Case 1 showed the
highest improvement over the Gabor texture feature method, indicating the use-
fulness of this feature for hand images with cluttered backgrounds and varying
lighting conditions. However, as in the case with the approach using Gabor
filters, the performances for inter-dataset scenarios were still bad. The segmen-
tation outputs for the images showed in Section 4.4.1, using the Laws texture
approach are given in Figure 4.6 and 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Segmentation outputs using Laws texture approach

(a) Results from ManoHandDB (b) Results from HGR1

Figure 4.7: Dependency of Laws texture approach on training data

The number scales (nScale) and the filter width (fWidth) are the two pa-
rameters of Law’s texture approach. The influence of nScale on segmentation
output when fWidth = 3 and fWidth = 5 are given in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 re-
spectively. The effects of number of scales on segmentation performances were
observed to be very similar to that of the Gabor texture method, with optimum
results achieved for the nScale value of 3. The segmentation outputs when the
filters used were of size 5x5 were slightly better than the case when 3x3 filters
were used. The optimum parameter values of this feature are listed in Table
4.13 and the segmentation performance at these parameters are given in Table
4.14.

Table 4.13: Optimum parameters of Laws texture feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel

Y
nScale = 3
fWidth = 5

27
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.8: Effect of nScale parameter of Laws approach (fWidth = 3)

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.9: Effect of nScale parameter of Laws approach (fWidth = 5)
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Table 4.14: Results using optimum parameters of Laws texture feature

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 65.32 53.94 82.76
Case 2 45.66 55.53 38.76
Case 3 36.84 23.70 82.64
Case 4 84.06 76.62 93.09

4.5 RDF with Neighborhood Differences Fea-
ture

Evaluation of the segmentation outputs when the neighborhood difference fea-
tures in Y,Cb and Cr channels were used as properties of pixels is given in Table
4.15. This method involved a total of 240 properties per pixel (80 per channel)
estimated using the parameters neiCount = 10, neiOrient = 8 and neiSpace
= 1. Many previous researches have suggested that removing the Y channel
from segmentation analysis can improve its illumination invariance. Hence the
experiment was repeated with features only from Cb and Cr channels, which is
given in Table 4.16. Additionally, the channels of RGB and HSV color spaces
were also tested and the evaluation results are given in Table 4.17 and 4.18
respectively.

Table 4.15: Results using neighborhood differences in Y,Cb & Cr channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 62.11 50.64 80.28
Case 2 67.09 64.88 69.45
Case 3 41.55 29.20 72.02
Case 4 79.16 71.50 88.66

Table 4.16: Results using neighborhood differences in Cb & Cr channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 56.76 44.81 77.41
Case 2 66.04 62.50 70.01
Case 3 39.89 27.36 73.58
Case 4 74.72 66.34 85.50

Table 4.17: Results using neighborhood differences in R, G & B channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 58.08 46.32 77.86
Case 2 62.14 59.02 65.61
Case 3 37.68 25.51 72.04
Case 4 74.18 65.39 85.69
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Table 4.18: Results using neighborhood differences in H, S & V channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 63.48 51.60 82.47
Case 2 71.60 65.59 78.82
Case 3 52.22 44.15 63.90
Case 4 85.07 79.42 91.58

It can be observed from the above tables that the neighborhood difference
features gave the best segmentation results when the the H, S and V channels
were used for feature extraction. Compared with the results using texture fea-
tures, this feature improved the segmentation performance for the inter-dataset
scenarios. For intra-dataset scenarios the performance were comparable. An-
other important observation is that removing the Y channel in the YCbCr color
space from feature extraction decreased the segmentation performance for all
scenarios.

A few selected segmentation results using the HSV color space are given in
Figure 4.10. Compared with the results using pixel color values, this approach
removed more background noises from the segmentation. The results showed
more edges, which highlighted the shape of hands. Also, it gave good results
even when external lighting changed the hand’s color. It was able to remove
other skin parts (neck, arm etc.) as well as skin colored background regions
from the segmented output. These observations match the results from the
tables. The characteristics highlighted in the segmentation outputs seem to
complement the output using pixel color values and texture features.

Figure 4.10: Segmentation output using neighborhood differences in HSV

Influence of the three parameters neiCount, neiSpace and neiOrient on the
segmentation performance when the HSV color space was used is shown in
Figure 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 respectively. Increasing the number of neighbors
improved the f-score and precision for all scenarios at the expense of the time
required for feature estimation which increased linearly with neiCount. On the
other hand, the recall for inter-dataset scenarios showed parabolic curves. The
reason for this might be the difference in the amount of hand scale variations
present in the datasets. Increasing neiCount results in including pixels which
are farther away from the central pixel for calculation, result of which is highly
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influenced by the scale of the hands in images.

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.11: Effect of neiCount (neiSpace = 1 & neiOrient = 8)

In the case of the parameter neiSpace, all the evaluation measures converged
to a maximum for the value 5, except for Case 2. This scenario showed a
decrease in recall with increasing space between the neighbors, which resulted
in a decrease in the f-score for neiSpace greater than 5. The time was unaffected
by this parameter. This observation is similiar to the effect of the neiCount and
like that parameter neiSpace also determines the size of neighborhood considered
for feature extraction. This could lead to over-fitting in terms of the hand scale.
Lastly, all the evaluation measures showed convergence for a neiOrient value of
8. The time for feature estimation showed an almost linear relationship with
number of neighbor orientations. The optimum parameters for this feature are
given in Table 4.19 and the segmentation performances corresponding to these
parameters are given in Table 4.20.

Table 4.19: Optimum parameters of neighborhood difference feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel

HSV
neiCount = 25
neiSpace = 5
neiOrient = 8

600
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.12: Effect of neiSpace (neiCount = 25 & neiOrient = 8)

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.13: Effect of neiOrient (neiCount = 25 & neiSpace = 5)
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Table 4.20: Results using optimum parameters of neighborhood difference fea-
ture

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 80.38 71.81 91.27
Case 2 73.00 76.06 70.15
Case 3 67.41 69.71 65.25
Case 4 94.61 91.69 97.72

As explained in Chapter 2, color is the most commonly used feature by skin
and hand detection methods. Because of this, the neighborhood features were
expected to provide good results in the HSV color space, particularly in the
H channel. This was reasserted by the results observed for the neighborhood
difference feature. Hence the rest of the neighborhood features were tested only
in the HSV color space.

4.6 RDF with Neighborhood Histogram Feature

Performance of a RDF in segmenting hands when the normalized 32-bin his-
togram values, estimated from a 51x51 neighborhood around pixels in the H
channel, were used as pixel properties is given in Table 4.21.

Table 4.21: Results using neighborhood histogram feature in H channel

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 62.69 53.35 75.98
Case 2 72.19 60.83 88.75
Case 3 47.07 51.85 43.06
Case 4 86.25 79.34 94.47

Comparison of the evaluation measures of this approach with the color fea-
ture based method shows that the f-score is lower for all scenarios. As shown
in Figure 4.14, the errors in pixel classification occur mainly at the hand edges.
However, this feature was able to avoid the misclassification of many background
pixels as hand pixels. This indicates the potential of this feature as an add-on
to other features which can preserve the shape of hands in segmented outputs.

One common observation about hand images in the datasets, especially
HGR1, was that the saturation (represented by the S channel) of the hand re-
gions are uniform in many images. In order to check if this information can be
utilized by a RDF for hand segmentation, the neighborhood histogram feature
from both H and S channels were used together. Evaluation of the output using
this is given in Table 4.22. As expected, this approach showed improvements
when the test images were from HGR1 (Case 2 & 4). There was no big change
in the f-score when the test images were from ManoHandDB, which included
more variations in illumination.
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Figure 4.14: Segmentation output using neighborhood histogram feature in H
channel

Table 4.22: Results using neighborhood histogram feature in H & S channel

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 64.26 61.08 67.78
Case 2 76.83 73.05 81.03
Case 3 46.21 51.34 42.11
Case 4 92.37 88.68 96.39

The effect of nBins and hWidth parameters of this feature on segmentation
performance using the H channel are shown in Figure 4.15 and 4.16 respectively.
In the case of nBins, all evaluation measures converge to a maximum for all
scenarios and showed the best performance for images in the HGR1 dataset
(Case 2 & 4). Segmentation of images in ManoHandDB were not as good due to
the presence of cluttered backgrounds and varying lighting conditions. The time
requirement varied linearly with increasing number of bins. On the other hand,
the hWidth parameter showed a decrease in recall and f-score after crossing a
limit value. All the evaluation measures for Case 3, where HGR1 was used for
training and ManoHandDB for testing, decreased when the neighborhood size
was increased. Due to the custom implementation used, the time was unaffected
by this parameter. The optimum parameters for this feature are given in Table
4.23 and the corresponding performance evaluations are given in Table 4.24.
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.15: Effect of nBins (hWidth = 51)

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.16: Effect of hWdith (nBins = 30)
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Table 4.23: Optimum parameters of neighborhood histogram feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel

H
nBins = 30

hWidth = 23
30

Table 4.24: Results using optimum parameters of neighborhood histogram fea-
ture

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 66.18 53.49 86.75
Case 2 75.12 61.44 96.63
Case 3 53.28 56.08 50.75
Case 4 85.49 77.31 95.69

4.7 RDF with Neighborhood Statistics Feature

Table 4.25 shows the evaluation of segmentation using the neighborhood statis-
tics of the H channel as pixel properties. The five statistical values in this feature
were calculated as explained in Section 3.2.2, using the neighborhood histogram
estimated with the parameters nBins = 32 and hWidth = 51. The results of
using these features of both H and S channels are given in Table 4.26.

Table 4.25: Results using neighborhood statistics of H channel

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 53.24 39.95 79.76
Case 2 72.47 59.04 93.82
Case 3 46.82 48.12 45.58
Case 4 82.93 75.16 92.50

Table 4.26: Results using neighborhood statistics of H & S channels

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 63.37 53.26 78.24
Case 2 77.30 66.74 91.83
Case 3 45.02 48.10 42.31
Case 4 92.07 88.27 96.21

When the feature from only the H channel was used, the f-score remained
the same for inter-dataset scenarios (Case 2 & 3) and decreased for Case 1 &
4 compared to the neighborhood histogram approach. This indicates that the
neighborhood statistics may have more generalization accuracy compared to
the neighborhood histogram feature. When both H and S channels were used,
the precision increased and recall decreased resulting in almost similar f-score
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compared to the histogram approach. A comparison of some selected results
are shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Segmentation output using neighborhood statistics feature

4.8 RDF with Neighborhood Probability Fea-
ture

The segmentation performance when a RDF is trained with the neighborhood
probability feature as pixel properties is shown in Table 4.27. The feature was
estimated using a 32-bin, 51x51 neighborhood histogram in the H channel using
the parameters neiCount = 10, neiSpace = 10 and neiOrient = 8 according to
the method given in Section 3.2.2.

Table 4.27: Results using neighborhood probability feature of H channel

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 53.42 42.88 70.85
Case 2 36.79 35.62 38.03
Case 3 46.18 41.51 52.04
Case 4 67.94 58.74 80.54

The evaluation results show that using the neighborhood probability feature
alone instead of neighborhood histogram feature decreased both f-score and
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precision in all scenarios. In the case of recall, Case 3 was an exception which
showed an increase from the histogram approach. Selected images where the
probability feature outperformed the histogram feature are given in Figure 4.18.
These results show the capability of the probability approach to pick up uniform
regions from the image. This helps the RDF to correctly segment hand pixels
even if their color is changed by lighting or the background color is only slightly
different from skin color. Similar to many other neighborhood features, the
segmentation had large errors at the hand edges and hence this feature needs
to be combined with other features which can produce sharp hand edges in the
segmented output.

Figure 4.18: Segmentation output using neighborhood probability feature

The effects of different parameters of this feature on the segmentation perfor-
mance are given in Figure 4.19-4.21. Case 2, in which ManoHandDB was used
to train and HGR1 was used to test, showed decrease in all evaluation measures
when the number of neighbors were increased. The neiSpace parameter also
showed same effect for Case 2. These observations are similiar to the obser-
vations made for the neighborhood difference feature in Section 4.5 and same
reasoning seems to be valid here as well. For neiOrient all the scenarios showed
convergence of the evaluation measures at 8 orientations. Only Case 2 showed
a decrease in recall when the number of orientations were increased from 4 to
8. The optimum parameters of this property and evaluation of corresponding
segmentation results are given in Table 4.28 & 4.29.
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.19: Effect of neiCount (neiSpace = 10 & neiOrient = 8)

(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.20: Effect of neiSpace (neiCount = 4 & neiOrient = 8)
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(a) F-score (b) Precision

(c) Recall (d) Time

Figure 4.21: Effect of neiOrient (neiCount = 4 & neiSpace = 10)

Table 4.28: Optimum parameters of neighborhood probability feature

Channel(s) Parameter(s) Properties/pixel

H
neiCount = 7
neiSpace = 10
neiOrient = 8
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Table 4.29: Results using optimum parameters of neighborhood probability
feature

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 46.44 35.97 65.60
Case 2 31.79 31.34 32.25
Case 3 41.56 34.84 51.48
Case 4 63.85 54.77 76.53

4.9 RDF with Combination of Features

In this section, combinations of the image features are evaluated for their per-
formance in hand segmentation using RDFs. The optimum parameters of each
feature, identified in previous sections were used to make the combinations. Out
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of the seven features whose individual performances were evaluated, both Gabor
filter approach and Laws texture approach were measuring the textural proper-
ties of pixels. Out of these two, the Laws approach outperformed Gabor texture
method in all scenarios. Hence only Laws texture feature was used for further
evaluations. Another set of features which have elements in common are the
neighborhood histogram, neighborhood statistics and neighborhood probability
features. Hence combinations of these three features were evaluated separately
to the other features. Figure 4.22 shows the f-score when these combinations
were applied with RDF in various scenarios.

Figure 4.22: F-score of combinations of neighborhood statistical features

Figure 4.22 clearly shows that the information identified by the neighbor-
hood statistics feature is redundant to the information from the neighborhood
histogram feature. This is evident from the lack of improvement in f-score,
when the statistics feature was added to the histogram feature or to the com-
bination of histogram and probability features. The probability feature on the
other hand increased the f-score in all scenarios. The improvement was more
for intra-dataset scenarios than the inter-dataset scenarios. The combination
of neighborhood histogram and probability gave the best performance for all
scenarios.

After the analysis mentioned above, only four features were left for the
combination analysis: the color feature, Laws texture feature, neighborhood
difference feature and combination of neighborhood histogram and probability
features. Figure 4.23 shows the segmentation output using these features for
two selected input images. It can be observed from these results that only the
color and neighborhood difference features preserved the shape of hands in the
segmented output. The texture and combination of neighborhood histogram
and probability features identified the area where the hand was present while
introducing errors at the hand edges in the segmented output. This property
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could be seen in all the images in both datasets.

Figure 4.23: F-score of combinations of neighborhood statistical features

The combinations of features inside these groups (shape vs. no shape) were
considered next. Figure 4.24 displays the f-score of these combinations. It can
be observed in Figure 4.24a that the color feature produced good segmentation
for the images in HGR1 dataset (intra and inter-dataset scenarios). On the
other hand, the neighborhood difference feature considerably improved the seg-
mentation for ManoHandDB, while slightly decreasing the outputs for images in
HGR1, compared to the color features. Combining these two, produced the best
results for three of the four scenarios. The notable results of the combination
are Case 1 and Case 2, where the former showed considerable improvement by
combining the features and the latter showed a decrease in the f-score compared
to the case when either of the features were applied individually. A similiar ob-
servation can be made about the features which do not preserve the shape of
hand in the segmented output. As shown in Figure 4.24b, only Case 2 showed
a decrease in f-score when Laws texture feature and the combination of neigh-
borhood histogram and probabilities were combined.

From Figure 4.24a & 4.24b it can be observed that the combination of color
and neighborhood difference features gave the best results. As the next step, this
combination was combined with each feature from the other group for further
analysis. As shown in Figure 4.24c, the effect of Laws feature was to improve the
f-score in the intra-dataset test scenarios. In the case of inter-dataset scenarios,
Case 2 reported a decrease in f-score while the f-score of Case 3 remained the
same. On the other hand, the neighborhood histogram and probability feature
improved the f-score of inter-dataset scenarios while keeping the f-score same
for intra-dataset scenarios. Hence, when both of these features were applied
together, the improvements complemented each other which resulted in increase
of f-score in all scenarios.
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(a) Features preserving shape (b) Features do not preserving shape

(c) Combinations with color and neighborhood difference features

Figure 4.24: F-score of feature combinations

Figure 4.25: F-score of other feature combinations
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To complete the analysis, other possible feature combinations were also
tested, evaluations of which are given in Figure 4.25. The patterns visible in
these results are similar to the ones identified earlier. Adding the Laws tex-
ture feature increased the f-score of other feature combinations in intra-dataset
scenarios. In the case of inter-dataset scenarios, Case 2 always showed a de-
crease in f-score when Laws texture feature was added. For Case 3, adding
Laws feature to the color feature resulted in a reduction of f-score and adding
it to the neighborhood difference feature resulted in no change. Adding the
neighborhood histogram and probability features to color and its combination
with Laws texture feature resulted in improvements of f-score in all scenarios.
The neighborhood difference feature produced better results while segmenting
images in the ManoHandDB dataset. Its f-score in the inter-dataset scenar-
ios were not affected when combined with other features. Additionally, these
combinations always resulted in improvements of intra-dataset f-scores.

4.10 Effect of RDF Parameters on Segmenta-
tion

One important parameter of a RDF is the number of trees in the forest (nTrees).
The effect of this parameter on the segmentation performance is shown in Figure
4.26. In agreement with previous studies, all the scenarios showed a convergence
of f-scores for 10 or more trees. The intra-dataset scenarios showed faster con-
vergence and Case 4 converged with just 4 trees. The inter-dataset scenarios
needed more trees to get to the maximum f-score values and showed slight vari-
ations for increased number of trees. Another important observation was about
the behavior of precision and recall with the change in number of trees. The
precision was higher for even number of trees for all scenarios. On the other
hand, recall was higher for odd number of trees. The gap in the f-scores between
odd and even number of trees decreased as the number of trees increased, re-
sulting in convergence. Similar to many other feature parameters, the behavior
of Case 2 was different from other scenarios and showed the lowest f-score. The
RDF produced the best results for all scenarios when 11 trees were used

Table 4.30: Best results from the current approach

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 84.05 75.39 94.96
Case 2 72.61 82.92 64.58
Case 3 72.10 66.56 77.83
Case 4 96.01 93.80 98.33

4.11 Comparison with Baseline Method

The RDF based skin detection approach described by Khan et al. [13] was used
as a baseline method to compare the hand segmentation performance of the
proposed method. Their approach used three pixel properties, pixel values in
the IHLS (Improved Hue, Luminance and Saturation) color space, to train a
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(a) F-score

(b) Precision (c) Recall

Figure 4.26: Effect of number of trees in the RDF on segmentation

RDF based binary pixel classifier. Performance of this approach under the four
scenarios are given in Table 4.31. As speculated, the segmentation of images
from ManoHandDB (Case 1 & 3) were bad compared with the outputs for
images from HGR1 (Case 2 & 4). These are similar to the results obtained
using the color features in Section 4.3.

Table 4.31: Results using the baseline method

Scenario F-score Precision Recall
Case 1 66.95 53.71 88.84
Case 2 80.32 69.25 95.60
Case 3 57.14 45.99 75.43
Case 4 93.17 89.56 97.07

A comparison of the segmentation performance of the baseline method with
the method using the best feature combination and optimum parameters found
in this thesis is given in Figure 4.27. It can be observed that the new approach
has considerably improved the segmentation performance for three out of four
scenarios. Selected outputs from intra-dataset scenarios are given in Figure
4.28. The new approach performed better by avoiding incorrect segmentation
of background objects as hand. Additionally, it was able to detect hand pixels
even under extreme lighting conditions.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison with baseline method

(a) Results from ManoHandDB (b) Results from HGR1

Figure 4.28: Comparison with baseline method for intra-dataset scenarios

The only scenario which showed a decrease in f-score under the new approach
is Case 2. This is due to the large decrease in recall (from 95.60% to 67.49%).
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The reason for this behavior is the presence of many scale dependent image
features in the new method, such as the Laws texture, neighborhood difference
and neighborhood probability features. As the ManoHandDB dataset has very
low variation in the hand scale in images, these features were subjected to
over-fitting when trained using ManoHandDB. Visual inspection of the results
given in Figure 4.29 reaffirms this observation. Dimensions and hand scale of
the images in the first two rows were similar to that of ManoHandDB. Hence
the hand segmentation performance of the current approach was similar to the
baseline method for the first image. For the second image the segmentation
output was better with the new approach as it averted background regions from
being classified as hand. On the other hand, size of the last image was twice
ManoHandDB’s image size, which resulted in the hand covering more number
of pixels in the image. As the hand scale of this image was different from that
of training data, the segmentation quality was bad.

Figure 4.29: Comparison of segmentation outputs for Case 2
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, the possibility of using a RDF for segmenting human hands from
color images was investigated. The goal was to come up with an approach
which can be used for real-time hand segmentation and which can work in any
indoor environment with uniform or cluttered backgrounds and uncontrolled
illumination settings. Additionally, the approach should be simple enough to
work in a low-capacity computing device such as a smartphone. At first, the
lack of a suitable dataset for this purpose was identified. A new dataset, called
ManoHandDB, containing 200 manually annotated hand images in unrestrained
indoor scenarios was created to fill this gap. An extensive review of past re-
searches was conducted, which helped to identify the use of RDF as a binary
classifier to classify each pixel in an image into hand or background. Some of
them employed image features extracting color, texture, shape and motion in-
formation to use as properties of pixels for classification. It was identified that
these methods were tested on images with inherent restrictions such as uniform
backgrounds, controlled illuminations, little change in hand characteristics etc.
Hence an opportunity to evaluate the performance of these features when used
in segmenting the new dataset was identified.

Seven image features were tested in this work to evaluate their performances
when used in a RDF based pixel classifier. These features were extracting in-
formation regarding either a pixel or a neighborhood around the pixel. The
pixel based features included the color feature, Gabor texture feature and Laws
texture feature. The neighborhood based features tested were neighborhood
difference feature, neighborhood histogram feature, neighborhood statistics fea-
ture and neighborhood probabilities feature. Out of these, the neighborhood
difference and neighborhood probability features were newly created during the
course of this work. Additionally, although the Laws texture feature has existed
for a long time, it was modified to include information from images at various
scales. Furthermore, special implementation methods were devised for the Ga-
bor texture feature and neighborhood histogram feature to make them suitable
for real-time applications in low-capacity computers. Also, the neighborhood
statistics feature was not yet studied for its use in hand segmentation using
RDFs. The best parameters associated with these features were identified by
optimizing their segmentation output quality over the parameters.

In order to ensure that the new method works in any indoor scenarios, an
existing hand image dataset, HGR1 with hand images in uniform backgrounds,
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was used with the new dataset to create four test scenarios. These test sce-
narios were made to highlight the generalization accuracy of new segmentation
approaches forged in this work. They were designed to highlight the effects of
background complexity, illumination variation, hand scale, hand part and skin
variation of the training and testing data on the segmentation quality. All the
features and their combinations were used with RDFs to evaluate their segmen-
tation performance in all four scenarios.

It was observed that, the color feature produces good segmentation only
when the background has distinct color values compared to human skin. It
highlights all the objects in images with a color similar to human skin (e.g.
yellowish, brownish or reddish), resulting in low precision. Also, it fails to iden-
tify hand pixels when they are affected by varying lighting conditions. These
indicate that using the color feature alone is not enough to produce high qual-
ity segmentation for all indoor scenarios. This feature has high generalization
accuracy as it is not affected by the scale and type of hand or other skin regions
used for training. Another important observation is that the RGB, YCbCr and
HSV color spaces give the same segmentation performance when used as color
features, indicating that they convey the same information to the RDF. This is
different to the observations made by other researchers in the past.

The texture features, on the other hand, has the ability to highlight the
approximate area in images occupied by hand pixels even when the background
color is close to skin color. However, they produce large errors at the hand
borders resulting in the loss of hand shape in the segmented output. As these
features include a scale element, the segmentation performance is also scale de-
pendent. Hence the training dataset should contain images with the same hand
scale as in the test image to ensure good segmentation quality. The output using
these features also depend on the hand part used for training the RDF. Using
only hand images for training results in the segmentation of only the hand parts
of test images containing arms. Out of the two texture features, Laws texture
feature outperforms Gabors texture feature both in terms of segmentation qual-
ity and computation time. Another important point is that including the new
scale concept in Laws texture feature improves the segmentation performance,
especially when the training dataset contains hands of various scales.

The newly introduced neighborhood difference feature produces good seg-
mentation even when the hand appearance is changed by external lighting or
shadows. It has the capacity to avoid skin colored regions of smaller size in
the segmented output. Additionally, it can produce accurate hand boarders
even if the background color is very close to skin color. Similar to the texture
features, the neighborhood feature also is scale dependent, influenced by its pa-
rameters. Which means that the training images should contain hand images
of same scale as the test data for good performance. The output quality is not
as influenced by hand parts used for training as in the texture feature approach
or by the hand posture. Another important observation is that removing the
Y component of YCbCr color space decreases the segmentation performance of
this feature. This also contradicts the observations made by many researchers
in the past.

Similar to the texture features, the neighborhood histogram feature also has
the capacity to identify the approximate region of pixels occupied by the hand
even when the background has parts which are difficult for the color feature to
distinguish. On the other hand it is able to preserve more shape information
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compared to the texture features in the segmented images. One of the most im-
portant aspect of this feature is that the effect of hand scale on the segmentation
results is lesser compared to the texture or difference features. This indicates
that the neighborhood histogram feature is suitable for applications where large
variations in hand size are expected. Performance of the neighborhood statistics
feature is very similar to that of the neighborhood histogram feature, with a
reduction in segmentation quality. This reduction is due to the fact that the
statistics used are approximations of the neighborhood distribution represented
by the histogram. Hence the neighborhood statistics feature is useful if there is
fast way to estimate it without first estimating the neighborhood histogram. If
such an implementation is possible, the neighborhood statistics feature can be
used as an approximation of the neighborhood histogram feature.

The neighborhood probability feature, another new feature introduced in
this work, also has the capacity to highlight the hand regions of an image in the
segmented output. However, its performance is better than the neighborhood
histogram feature when a large fraction of the background is of yellowish, brown-
ish or reddish colors. Additionally, it can detect the hand regions even if the
skin color is subjected to extreme light variations. This feature has two scale
parameters which are similar to those of the neighborhood difference feature
and hence the segmentation output depends on the hand scales in the training
images. The neighborhood histogram and neighborhood probability features
complement each other in their segmentation performance and can be used as
a feature pair.

Out of all the features mentioned above, only the the color feature and the
neighborhood difference feature produce segmented images which preserve sharp
hand boundaries. All the other features produce outputs with errors at the hand
boundaries. Another interesting observation is that for all the features which
look for image characteristics in various orientations, eight directions are suffi-
cient to get the best performance for hand segmentation. Another important
factor is the dependency on the scale of hands in the training dataset. The
color feature, neighborhood histogram feature and neighborhood statistics fea-
tures are independent of the hand scale and the rest are dependent. Combining
the color, Laws texture, neighborhood difference, neighborhood histogram and
neighborhood probability features produces the best result for the four test sce-
narios. This is due to the complementary nature of the advantages of individual
features.

The performance of a RDF when it is used to classify pixels with the above
mentioned features as properties reaches a limit as the number of trees in the
RDF is increased. The limit for the scenarios tested is 11 which is similar to the
observations made in earlier hand segmentation researches. When the RDF is
used with the proposed features at their optimum parameters it outperforms the
baseline method in segmenting images in unrestricted as well as restricted indoor
scenarios. The optimum parameters of the image features are given in Table
5.1, where the color features uses RGB color channels, texture feature uses Y
channel, neighborhood difference feature uses HSV color channels, neighborhood
histogram and probability features use H channel.
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Table 5.1: Optimum parameters for hand segmentation

Color Laws texture Difference Histogram Probability

-
nScale = 3
fWidth = 5

neiCount = 25
neiSpace = 5
neiOriet = 8

nBins = 30
hWidth = 23

neiCount = 7
neiSpace = 10
neiOriet = 8

5.1 Future Research Directions

Many possibilities for further researches were identified during the course of
this work. During the initial phases, multiple options were explored to increase
the number of images available for training. As manual annotation is a time
consuming process, possibilities of generating labelled hand images using the
combination of a regular camera and time-of-flight sensor were investigated.
The images generated using such methods had many labelling errors especially
at hand borders. When only the correctly labelled pixels from these images were
used for training, the segmentation results were not extremely bad. This needs
to be investigated further to check if it is a viable method for large dataset
creation. Another method tested was to synthesize hand images in various
backgrounds using a handful of manually annotated hand masks. Although,
this method showed very bad performance during initial tests, it also needs to
be investigated further for its applicability with various features.

Another important aspect which needs to be checked is the real-time perfor-
mance of the suggested features. Although special efforts were taken to make
the methods faster and computationally simple, a real-time performance was
unable to be achieved using MATLAB. The suggested method has to be imple-
mented using a low level programming language like the C language to see its
true potential in a real-time application.

Some techniques identified from previous researches can also be analyzed to
see if they can be incorporated into the current method. One of such methods
is to identify the illumination in an image or its background color to classify
images into different groups and then use separate RDFs in each group for hand
segmentation [16]. This method also needs to be investigated once a large image
dataset is available for training. Another approach which can be tested is to use
color normalization or illumination removal methods on the hand images before
using them in RDFs. Replacing pixels with super pixels is another method
which can be investigated to make the suggested segmentation approach faster.
Another area which needs further research is the post-processing of segmented
images. As each pixel is classified separately in the suggested method, the
segmented output has a noisy appearance in many cases. Suitable filtering
approaches with cluster detection methods or region growing methods can be
used to extract a uniform segment from the output. Finally only the number
of trees parameter of the RDF was tested for the optimum performance. The
effects of other parameters on hand segmentation need to be investigated as
well.
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